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 INTRODUCTION 

The human genome is an enormous, cryptic store of information with approximately three billion 

bases that encode, either directly or indirectly, the instructions for synthesizing nearly all the 

molecules essential for the formation and function of each human cell, tissue, and organ. The 

genome of most of the eukaryotes comprises several protein-coding genes, non-protein coding 

genes, and transcription regulatory elements such as enhancers, suppressors, promoters, etc. In 

addition, there are sequences that are responsible for regulation of chromosomal structure and 

dynamic 

The organism‘s complete set of DNA is known as a genome. Genome can be defined as the entire 

collection of the genes and all other functional and non-functional DNA sequences in an organism 

in a haploid set of chromosomes. It comprises of both nuclear and mitochondrial DNA. The 

genomic DNA exists as single linear pieces of DNA and contains all information needed to build 

and maintain an organism. The DNA of chromatin and chromosomes is bound tightly to a family 

of positively charged proteins, known as the histones which associate with many negatively 

charged phosphate groups in DNA. The histones and DNA associate strongly with the many 

negatively charged phosphate groups in DNA. The histones and DNA associates in complexes 

nucleosomes in which the DNA strand winds around a core of histone molecules. The DNA-

protein complex also known as nucleoprotein complex is the basis for the formation of 
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chromosomes. A human haploid cell consists of 23 nuclear chromosomes and one mitochondrial 

chromosome. Eukaryotic genome is linear, embedded in nucleosome-complex DNA and protein 

(histones) structure that pack together to form chromosomes. They conforms the Watson-Crick 

Double Helix structural model. It consists of unique feature of exon-intron organization of protein 

coding genes, representing coding sequences and intervening sequence that represents the 

functionality of RNA part inside the genome. The major function of the genomic DNA is to carry 

and store genetic information that is expressed as RNA and then as functional proteins. The 

highest amount of DNA in human is found in the chromosome 1 i.e. 279mbs and the least amount 

if DNA in human is found in the chromosome Y i.e. 51mbs.  

          DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROKARYOTIC AND EUKARYOTIC GENOME 

In prokaryotes, the genomic DNA forms a single circular chromosome lacking the basic proteins. 

They are found in the cell cytoplasm near the nucleoid region, whereas, in the eukaryotes the DNA 

is associated with basic proteins, forming long chromatin fibres and is enclosed in a double-

membrane bound organelle known as nucleus. The genomic DNA of eukaryote condenses in the 

chromosome during the process of cell division. 

                                     

                      CONFIGURATION OF THE EUKARYOTIC GENOME 

Configuration of eukaryotic genome includes the following:-  

 Genes and Gene Related Sequences 

a. Protein coding regions- The DNA sequences which are transcribed to m-RNA and 

later converted into the proteins by the process of translation are known as the protein 

coding region. After the introns are removed by the process of splicing post-

transcription process forms a sequence which when transcribed remain within the 

mature RNA sequence are known as the ‗exomes‘, the rest part of the genome is 

formed by exons. Exomes comprises of the complete protein coding genes. It consists 



of the ORF (Open Reading Frame) which have the potential to code for the protein/ 

peptides. They do not have stop codon (UAA, UAG, UGA). Along with the AUG it 

indicates where translation starts. 

b. Gene regulating sequences- These include promoters, enhancers, boundary element 

insulators and response elements.  

i. Promoters are the combinations of short sequence elements which initiates the 

transcription. The promoters consists of the core promoter which directs the basal 

transcription complex to initiate transcription and are located very close to the 

transcription inititation site about -45 to +40. TATA box, BRE Sequence, Inr 

(initiator) sequence, DPE (Downstream Promoter Element) and the proximal 

promoter regions are the components of the promoters. Enhancers serve to increase 

the basal level of transcription which is initiated through the core promoter.  

ii. Enhancers are the positive transcriptional control elements which are particularly 

prevalent in the cells of complex eukaryotes such as mammals. They are often 

contains within a span of only 200-300bps.  

iii. Silencers function as the repressive effects. There are two classes of the silencers 

i.e. the classical silencers are those whose position is independent and directs an 

active transcriptional repression mechanism and negative regulatory elements 

which are position dependent elements and leads to the passive repression 

mechanism. Silencers are generally found in many places like close to the 

promoter, some distance upstream and sometimes within the introns. 

iv. Boundary elements functions to block the spreading of agents which can cause 

positive effect as well as the engative effect on the transcription. They are found in 

DNA, often from 0.5kb – 3kb. 

v. Response elements are mainly known to modulate the transcription in response to 

specific external stimuli and are located at a short distance upstream of the 

promoter elements. These responds to the specific hormones or to intracellular 

messengers, like cyclic AMP. 

c. Related sequences 

i. Non-Coding Functional RNA- This RNA molecule does not gets translated into the 

protein. The most abundant and functionally important types of non-coding RNAs 

include transfer RNAs (tRNAs), ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs), as well as small RNAs 

such as microRNAs, siRNAs, piRNAs, snoRNAs, snRNAs, exRNAs, scaRNAs and 



the long ncRNAs. The DNA sequence from which a functional non-coding RNA is 

transcribed is often called as the RNA gene. 

ii. Introns/UTRs- Introns are the non-coding sections of an RNA transcript, or the 

DNA encoding it, that are spliced out befire the RNA molecule is translated into a 

protein. They are also referred to intervening sequences. Four distinct groups of 

introns are known. They are:- 

 Spliceosomal introns- Introns present in nuclear protein-coding genes that 

are removed by spliceosomes. 

 t-RNA introns- They are present in nuclear and archeal transfer RNA genes 

that are removed by proteins. 

 Self-splicing group I and Self-splicing group II introns- They are removed 

by RNA catalysis. 

 Group III- little is known about this family and is generally considered as 

the th family. They are related to the Group II introns. 

In molecular biology, an untranslated region or UTR refers to either of two sections, one on each 

side of a coding sequence on a strand of mRNA. It is called as the leader sequence and the trailer 

sequence when it is found on the 5‘ side and 3‘ side respectively. 

iii. Pseudo Genes- genes which are the dysfunctional relatives of genes that have lost 

their gene expression in the cell or their ability to code proteins, are termed as 

pseudo genes. They are the result of the accumulations of multiple mutation 

occurred inside a gene whose product is not required for the survival of the 

organism. The pseudogenes are of 2 types i.e. the processed pseudogenes and 

unprocessed pseudogenes. 

iv. Long non-coding RNA (LNC RNA)- these types of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) 

that exceeds 200 nucleotide in length. They are highly found in the mammalian 

transciptome, it includes the regulation of gene 

v. Antisense RNA- are nearly always highly structured, being comprised of one or 

more stem-and-loop secondary structural elements, flanked or separated by single-

stranded (unpaired) regions. These are the molecules which are transcribed from the 

antisense strand. They show low abundance than sense transcript due to the 

tendency of undergoing few splicing events.  



vi. Long non-coding RNA- they are defined by their length of more than 200 

nucleotides. They are transcribed by RNA polymerase II, polyadenylated, and 

spliced similar to messenger RNA.  

 Intergenic/ Extragenic DNA- 

 A stretch of DNA sequences located between the genes are known as the intergenic 

regions. They are the subset of the noncoding DNA and sometimes referred as junk DNA. 

In humans, they comprise approximately 75% of the genome. They are thought to have 

regulatory functions. 

a. Unique/ Low copy number- It is defined as less than 100pg of DNA or the equivalent 

of the DNA contained in 15-17 diploid cells. It is a DNA profiling dine in the Forensic 

Science Sevices (FSS) used since 1999. It is an extension of Second Generation 

Multiplex Plus (SGM Plus) profiling technique. It is a more sensitive technique 

meaning that a profile can be obtained from only a few cells. 

b. Moderate/ Highly repetitive- DNA sequences which are repeated in the genome and 

do not code for the proteins. One class termed highly repetitive DNA consists of short 

sequences, 5-100 nucleotides, repeated thousands of times in a single stretch and 

includes satellite DNA. Another class termed moderately repetitive DNA consists of 

longer sequences, about 150-300 nucleotides, dispersed evenly throughout the genome. 

But, the majority of highly repetitive DNA sequences occur outside genes. 

 Tandemly repeated regions- Multiple copies of the same DNA base sequence on a 

chromosome; used as a marker in physical mapping of the chromosome. They are highly 

repeated non-coding human DNA occurring in arrays.theu can be simple repetitive from1-

10 nucleotides or a moderately complex from 10-100 nucleotides. They can occur at a few 

or many different chromosomal locations. 

i) Satellite DNA- Satellite DNA consists of very large arrays 

of tandemly repeating, non-coding DNA. It is the main component of 

functional centromeres, and form the main structural constituent 

of heterochromatin, which is transcriptionally inactive. The term satellite DNA 

encompasses also minisatellite and microsatellite DNA. Together with 

the telomeres and the coding ribosomal DNA, they constitute the tandem 

repeats 

ii) Minisatellites DNA- A minisatellite is a tract of repetitive DNA in which 

certain DNA motifs  are typically repeated 5-50 times. They range from 10-
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60base pairs. Minisatellites occur at more than 1,000 locations in the human 

genome and they are notable for their high mutation rate and high diversity in 

the population. They are dispersed over considerable portions of nuclear 

genome 

iii) Microsatellites DNA- A microsatellite is a tract of repetitive DNA in which 

certain DNA motifs  are repeated, typically 5–50 times. It ranges from 1-6 or 

more base pairs. Microsatellites are often referred to as short tandem repeats 

(STRs) by forensic geneticists, or as simple sequence repeats (SSRs) 

 Interspersed Repeat- are the repeated DNA sequences located at dispersed regions in a 

genome, also known as mobile elements or transposabke elements. They also include some 

protein coding gene families. TEs are an important driving force on genome evolution of 

higher eukaryotes. They are divided into two types:-Reterotransposons known as Class I 

and DNA transposons known as Class II. The class I moves through RNA intermediate, 

whereas Class II move through the DNA intermediates. 

i) LINES- Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements  make up around 21.1% of the human 

genome. They make up a family of transposons, and each LINE is about 7,000 base 

pairs long. LINEs are transcribed into mRNA and translated into protein that acts as 

a reverse transcriptase. The reverse transcriptase makes a DNA copy of the LINE 

RNA that can be integrated into the genome at a new site. Human LINEs consist of 

three distantly related families: LINE-1, LINE- 2, and LINE-3, collectively 

comprising about 20% of the genome. LINE are primarily found at euchromatin 

regions and are located at metaphase chromosome. 

ii) SINES- Short Interspersed nuclear elements are non-autonomous, non-

coding transposable elements (TEs) that are about 100 to 700 base pairs in length. 

They are a class of retrotransposons, DNA elements that amplify themselves 

throughout eukaryotic genomes, often through RNA intermediates. SINEs do not 

encode any proteins and they cannot transpose independently. 

iii) LTR elements- include autonomous and non-autonomous retrovirus-like elements 

that are flanked by long terminal repeats (LTRs) containing necessary 

transcriptional regulatory elements.they comprisre of about 4.6% of human 

genome. 
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iv) DNA Transposomes- DNA transposons are DNA sequences, sometimes referred to 

"jumping genes," that can move and integrate to different locations within 

the genome. They are class II transposable elements. The transpositions are 

catalyzed by several transposase enzymes. . DNA transposons tend to have short 

lifespans within a species. quite a few functional human genes seem to have 

originated from DNA transposons. 

  CONCLUSIONS 

A genome is an organism‘s complete set of DNA which mainly comprises of nuclear and 

mitochondrial DNA. Each genome contains all of the information needed to build and maintain 

that organism. Eukaryotic genome is linear and the DNA is associated with the histones. 

Eukaryotic genome have unique exons and introns. The eukaryotic genome conforms the Warson- 

Crick Double Helix model. The eukaryotic DNA forms association with histone to form 

chromosome. The eukaryotic genome consists protein coding genes. It is important to understand 

the eukaryotic genome organization for disease diagnosis, disease treatment, tracing evolutionary 

patterns, production of hybrids, etc. 

 

Genetic organization of prokaryotic and viral genome. Structure and 

characteristics of bacterial and eukaryotic chromosome, chromosome 

morphology, concept of euchromatin and heterochromatin.  
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Genetic organization of prokaryotic and viral genome: The term prokaryotes means primitive 

nucleus cell in prokaryotes has no nucleus. The prokaryotes chromosomes is dispersed within the 

cytoplasm and not enclosed by cell membrane. 

• Much of the information about the structure of DNA has come from studies of prokaryotes, 

because they are less complex (genetically and biochemically) than eukaryotes. 

• Prokaryotes are monoploid = they have only one set of genes (one copy of the genome). 

 

• In most viruses and prokaryotes, the single set of genes is stored in a single chromosome 
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(single molecule either RNA or DNA). 

• Prokaryotic genomes are exemplified by the E. coli chromosome. 

Genes of prokaryotes does not have introns and histone proteins. 

Circular double strand DNA but some may be linear molecule in some groups. 

 
 

Prokaryotic genome Eukaryotic genome 

1) Very small in size 

 

2) Contain single circular DNA 

 

3) these are haploid 

 

4) DNA not associated with histones 

 

5) They are condensed in nucleoid via DNA super coiling. 

1) Very large in size 

 

2) contain multiple linear chromosomes 

 

3) these are diploid 

 

4) DNA associated with histones 

 

5) they are condensed in membrane bound nucleus via 

histones. 

 
Difference between prokaryote and eukaryote genome organization. 
 

DNA SUPER COILING: DNA supercoiling refers to the over- or under winding of a DNA 

strand, and is an expression of the strain on that strand. A super coiled form of DNA is the 

one in which the double helix is further twisted about itself, forming a tightly coiled structure. 

Super coiling in prokaryotes may be following types:  

1) Negative super coil( left hand coil) 

       2) Positive super coil (right hand coil) 



NEGATIVE SUPER COIL: Negative supercoiling involves twisting against the helical 

conformation (twisting in a left-handed fashion), which preferentially underwinds and 

"straightens" the helix at low twisting stress. 

Positive super coil: Positive supercoiling of DNA occurs when the right-handed, double-

helical conformation of DNA is twisted even tighter (twisted in a right-handed fashion) until 

the helix begins to distort and "knot." 

Functions of DNA super coiling: 

1) Genome packing 

2) Gene expression 

3) DNA/ RNA synthesis 

 

METHODS FOR MEASURING SUPER COILING: Based on how compact DNA is these are two 

types 

 

1) Gel electrophoresis. 

2) Sediment gradient. 

 

Super coiling in prokaryotes: In prokaryotes, plectonemic super coils are predominant, because of 

the circular chromosome and relatively small amount of genetic material. This structure is called 

the FOLDED GENOME. Within the folded genome, the chromosome is organized into domains 

or loops, each of which is independently negatively super Coiled. A dimeric protein – HU 

condenses DNA and wrap it in bead like structure. 



 

 

 
 

TOPOISOMERS: Are enzymes that regulate the over winding or under winding of DNA Types of 

topoisomerase: 1) Topoisomerases I: breaks only one strand 

                         2) Topoisomerases II: breaks both strands 

 

Functions: 1) To remove DNA super coils during transcription and DNA replication. 

2) For strand breakage during recombination. 

3) For chromosome condensation, and RECOMBINATION. 

 

SOME PROKARYOTES CONTAIN EXTRA GENETIC MATERIAL IN THE FORM OF 

CIRCLE IS CALLED PLASMID. 

 

oThe term plasmid was first introduced by the American molecular biologist Joshua 



Lederberg in 1952. 

o A plasmid is separate form, and can replicate independently of, the chromosomal 

DNA. 

oPlasmid size varies from 1 to over 1,000 (kbp). 

Classification and types of plasmids: •Plasmids can be broadly classified into conjugative 

plasmids and non-conjugative plasmids. 

 

•In the complex process of conjugation, plasmid may be transferred from one bacterium to 

another via sex pili encoded by some of the trans genes(transfer operon). 

 

•Non-conjugative plasmids are incapable of initiating conjugation, hence they can be 

transferred only with the assistance of conjugative plasmids. 

Based on functions: : Fertility plasmid: which contain transgenes. They are capable of 

conjugation and result in the expression of sex pili. 

• Resistance (R) plasmids: which contain genes that provide resistance against antibiotics or 

poisons. 

• Col plasmids: which contain genes that code for bacteriocins (p), proteins that can kill other 

bacteria. 

• Degradative plasmids: which enable the digestion of unusual substances, e.g. toluene 

(aromatic hydrocarbon) and salicylic acid (aromatic acid) 

• Virulence plasmids: which turn the bacterium into a pathogen. 

 

Characteristics of bacterial chromosome:  

1) These chromosomes are circular in shape. 

2) Not associated with histones. 

3) Mostly bacteria contain single chromosome. 

4) It does not have introns. 

5) This chromosome present in cytoplasm. 

6) Contain extra chromosomal DNA called plasmid. 

STRUCTURE OF BACTERIAL CHROMOSOME: 

 



CHROMOSOME: Chromosomes are organized structure of DNA and proteins found in cells. 

Each chromosome is made up of DNA tightly coiled many times around proteins called histones 

that support its structure 

 They are thread-like structures located inside the nucleus of animal and plant cells. 

 Chromosomes are passed on from parents to offspring. 

 The term chromosome is derived from a Greek word 'chroma' which means 'color' and 

'soma' which means 'body'. 

 The chromosomes are named so because they are cellular structures or cellular bodies and 

they are strongly stained by some dyes used in research. 

 Most of the organisms‘ chromosomes are arranged in pairs in the nucleus of the cell. We 

have 23 pairs of chromosomes. 

PACKING OF GENE INTO CHROMOSOMES: The folding of DNA is started when the proteins 

called Histones interact with DNA. The eukaryotic DNA packaging is organized into 3 major 

structures; 

NUCLEOSOME ASSEMBLY: 30nm fiber Chromatid 

The nucleosome assembly: 

H1, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 are 5 major types of histone protein involved eukaryotic DNA 

arrangement in which histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 creates nucleosome assembly. “When 

the DNA wrapped around histones (H2A, H2B, H3 and H4) the structure is called as 

nucleosome assembly.‖ These proteins help in assembling DNA into the nucleus. 

Nucleosome structure 

Each nucleosome is made up of eight Histone molecules (each H2A, H2B, H3, H4 two times 

in a single nucleosome) wrap around DNA molecule. 
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Histone proteins are positively charged protein molecules which interact with negatively 

charged phosphate of DNA and makes a tight wrap. The H1 histone is not involved in the 

nucleosome assembly. Hence the remaining four histones are called as core element or 

nucleosome core particles. 

The 30nm fiber organized further into one of the two described models: solenoid model and 

the zigzag model. In the solenoid model, the 11nm fiber of nucleosome is arranged as like 

solenoids in which the linker DNA is arranged in the Centre. However, the linker DNA never 

passes through the central axis.  In the zigzag model of 30nm fiber, the linker DNA is passed 

through the central axis of the fiber and creates a zigzag pattern of arrangement. 

Solenoid and zigZag manner of nucleosome arrangement. Image credit: 

www.mechanobio.info 

The entire process of this next level of compaction depends on the length of the linker DNA. As 

we discussed earlier the length of the linker DNA is variable. If the linker DNA is long enough to 

passes through the axis, it will arrange in a zigzag manner otherwise it will arrange in the 

solenoid. 

Till now our DNA is arranged from a double helix to nucleosome and from nucleosome to 30nm 

fiber. Two nucleosomes are bound by linker DNA and arrangement of 6 nucleosomes with a linker 

DNA creates the 30nm fiber. 

Chromatid: The chromatid is now attached with one centromere and becomes a chromosome. Each 

chromosome has two sister chromatids. 

The chromatid contains the euchromatin and heterochromatin regions. More detail on euchromatin 

and heterochromatin region 
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Structure of eukaryotic chromosome: 

 

Structure of chromosome divided into three types  

1) Morphological structure. 

2) Chemical structure. 

3) Molecular structure. 

Morphological structure: can defined as the external appearance of chromosome, the eukaryotic 

chromosome generally contain following parts. 

Chromatids: is the structural and functional unit of chromosomes. At Metaphase, each 

chromosome appears to the longitudinally divided into two identical parts, each of which is known 

a 'Chromatid'. 

The attached, duplicated chromosomes are commonly called sister chromatids 

Telomeres: The two ends of a chromosome are known as 'Telomeres' are the region of repetitive 

nucleotide sequences at each end of a chromosome, which protects the end of the chromosome 

from deterioration or from fusion with neighboring chromosomes. 

Kinetochores: are the attachment point for spindle fibers which helps to pull apart the sister 

chromatids as the mitosis process proceeds to anaphase stage. 

Secondary constriction: It is present in short arm near one end, or in many chromosomes they are 

located in the long arm nearer to the centromere 

Chromosomes during Prophase I of meiosis, particularly during pachytene stage, show small head 



like structures called 'Chromomeres. 

Centromere is the region where the two sister chromatids of a chromosome appeared to held 

together. 

EUCHROMATIN: chromosome material which does not stain strongly except during cell division. 

It represents the major genes and is involved in transcription. 

HETEROCHROMATIN: Heterochromatin is such part of the chromosomes, which is a firmly 

packed form and is genetically inactive. 

Chemical structure: Chemically, the eukaryotic chromosomes are composed of deoxyribonucleic 

acid (DNA), ribonucleic acid (RNA), histone and non-histone proteins and certain metallic ions. 

The histone proteins have basic properties and have significant role in controlling or regulating the 

functions of chromosomal DNA. 

The non-histone proteins are mostly acidic and have been considered more important than histones 

as regulatory molecules 

Some non-histone proteins also have enzymatic activities. 

the most important enzymatic proteins of chromosomes are phosphoproteins, DNA polymerase, 

RNA-polymerase, DPN pyropbosphorylase, and nucleoside triphosphatase. 

The metal ions as Ca+ and Mg+ are supposed to maintain the organization of chromosomes intact. 

 

MOLECULAR STURUCTURE OF CHROMOSOME:  

Folded fiber model explained molecular structure. 

 

Characteristics of eukaryotic chromosomes:  

1) Chromosomes are linear in shape. 

2) Chromosomes are 23 pairs. 

3) Associated with proteins called histones. 

4) Chromosomes are present in nucleus of cell. 

5) Chromosome contain telomeres and kinetochore 

6) These chromosomes contain introns and exons. 

7) Chromosomes contain long and short arms. 

8) Addition and deletion of chromosome takes place. 

Morphology of chromosomes: Not only based on visible parts of chromosome but also 

chromosome morphology can decided by presence of centromere on chromosomes. 

Different types of chromosomes structures are present based on position of centromere. These are 

as follows: Chromosomes are divided into two parts (p and q arms) with a constriction point called 

a centromere in the middle. 



The centromere can be located in different positions and this forms the basis for the four different 

classes of chromosome: 

 Metacentric – centromere is in middle, meaning p and q arms are of comparable length (e.g. 

chromosomes 1, 3, 16, 19, 20) 

 Submetacentric – centromere off-centre, leading to shorter p arm relative to q arm (e.g. 

chromosomes 2, 4 - 12, 17, 18, X) 

 Acrocentric – centromere severely off-set from centre, leading to much shorter p arm (e.g. 

chromosomes 13 - 15, 21, 22, Y) 

 Telocentric – centromere found at end of chromosome, meaning no p arm exists 

(chromosome not found in humans) 

Concept of euchromatin and heterochromatin: The degree of DNA packing changes throughout the 

cell cycle. The most dispersed state is when the chromosomes are about to duplicate and most 

highly condensed in mitosis and meiosis. 

EUCHROMATIN: Is the chromosome or region of chromosome that show the normal cycle of 

chromosome condensation and de condensation in the cell cycle. Visually euchromatin undergoes 

a change in intensity of staining ranging from the darkest in the middle of mitosis (metaphase) to 

the lightest in the form euchromatin. 

Typically 1) It is actively transcribed, 2) It is devoid of repetitive sequences. 

 

HETEROCHROMATIN: Is the chromosome or the chromosomal region that usually remain 

condensed more darkly staining then euchromatin throughout the cell cycle, Even in interphase 

often replicate lighter then rest of DNA in the S-Phase. 

Typically 1) it is transcriptionally inactive. 

These are two types of heterochromatin 1) Constitutive heterochromatin 

                                                                 2) Facultative heterochromatin 

 

Constitutive heterochromatin: The region that remains condensed throughout the cell cycle. 

Facultative heterochromatin: where heterochromatin condensation can change. 

Constitutive heterochromatin found in region between telomeres and centromeres. 



Packaging of DNA molecule into chromosomes, chromosome banding pattern, 

karyotype, giant chromosomes, one gene one polypeptide hypothesis, concept of 

cistron, exons, introns, genetic code, gene function. 
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Packaging of DNA Molecules into Chromosomes 

Introduction 

The important function of DNA is to carry genes, the information that specifies all the proteins 

that make up an organism—including information about when, in what types of cells, and in what 

quantity each protein is to be made. The genomes of eucaryotes are divided up into chromosomes, 

and how genes are typically arranged on each chromosome. In addition,the specialized DNA 

sequences that allow a chromosome to be accurately duplicated and passed on from one generation 

to the next. 

Each human cell contains approximately 2 meters of DNA if stretched end-to-end; yet the nucleus 

of a human cell, which contains the DNA, is only about 6 μm in diameter. The complex task of 

packaging DNA is accomplished by specialized proteins that bind to and fold the DNA, generating 

a series of coils and loops that provide increasingly higher levels of organization, preventing the 

DNA from becoming an unmanageable tangle. although the DNA is very tightly folded, it is 

compacted in a way that allows it to easily become available to the many enzymes in the cell that 

replicate it, repair it, and use its genes to produce proteins. 

DNA Packaging into a Set of Chromosomes 

In eukaryotes, the DNA in the nucleus is divided between a set of different chromosomes. For 

example, the human genome—approximately 3.2 × 10 nucleotides—is distributed over 24 

different chromosomes. Each chromosome consists of a single, enormously long linear DNA 

molecule associated with proteins that fold and pack the fine DNA thread into a more compact 

structure. The complex of DNA and protein is called chromatin (from the Greek chroma, ―color,‖ 



because of its staining properties). In addition to the proteins involved in packaging the DNA, 

chromosomes are also associated with many proteins required for the processes of gene 

expression, DNA replication, and DNA repair. ―The double helix of DNA is highly negatively 

charged due to all the negatively charged phosphates in the backbone. All that negative charge 

must be counterbalanced by a positive charge, and the cell makes proteins called histones that bind 

DNA and aid in DNA's packaging. Histones are positively charged proteins that wrap up DNA 

through interactions between their positive charges and the negative charges of DNA. Double-

stranded DNA loops around 8 histones twice, forming the nucleosome, which is the building block 

of chromatin packaging.‖ 

 

DNA can be further packaged by forming coils of nucleosomes, called chromatin fibers. These 

fibers are condensed into chromosomes during mitosis, or the process of cell division. However, 

packaging of chromatin into chromosomes occurs only during a few stages of mitosis. Most of the 

time, DNA is loosely packaged. 

Histones 

Histones are positively charged proteins that facilitate the packing of DNA into condensed 

chromatin fibers. Histones have many arginine and lysine amino acids that easily bind to the 

negatively charged DNA, DNA is highly negatively charged because of the phosphate group of 

each nucleotide is negatively charged. 

Histones are divided into two groups: Core histones - Core histones are H2A, H2B, H3, and 

H4, where two H3/H4 dimers (H3 and H4 hooked together) and two H2A/H2B dimers (these two 

hooked together) form the octamer (all eight of these together) 



Linker histones - Linker histone H1 basically locks the DNA in place onto the nucleosome and 

can be removed for transcription while linker histone H5 is a variant of H1 predominantly used in 

birds.  

One important aspect of histones is that they can be changed to alter how much packing the DNA 

is capable of. There are several modifications that affect how DNA is packaged. Histones are 

positively charged molecules, and the addition of methyl groups (methylation) makes them more 

hydrophobic. Hydrophobic molecules tend to stick together, and increasing histone methylation 

will cause the histones to pack even more tightly than usual.   

Acetylation (adding an acetyl group) and phosphorylation (adding a phosphate group) make the 

histones more negatively charged because acetyl and phosphoryl groups are negative. They are 

"glass is half empty" molecules. By making histones more negatively charged, their grip on DNA 

will be much looser because DNA is also negatively charged. Similar charges (negative and 

negative) repel one another. 

DNA Edition  

Regions that are necessary for making proteins and are important for the cell are loosely packed 

and called euchromatin. By having a loose packing of DNA in euchromatin, proteins involved in 

transcription can easily get in and make RNA On the other hand, some regions of DNA not need 

except for special occasions. These regions are called heterochromatin and are tightly packed 

through DNA as well as through good ol' histone methylation. 

 

Enzymes that add acetyl groups to histones are called histone acetyltransferases (HATs) while 

those that remove acetyl groups are called histone deacetylases (HDACs). Enzymes that add 

methyl groups are called histone methyltransferases (HMTs). Activity of these enzymes affects 



whether or not regions of DNA are tightly packed, and unable to transcribe, or are loosely packed 

and therefore, highly transcribed.   

In the process of mitosis, chromatin packing is important, and this packing is done by packing 

DNA into condensed chromatin fibers to the point where they are the recognized chromosomes. 

These chromosomes divide into daughter cells, and after mitosis is complete, the DNA is 

unpacked so transcription can occur again. 

Chromosome Banding Pattern   

Introduction and History 

Chromosome Banding is the lengthwise variation in staining properties along a 

chromosome…normally independent of any immediately obvious structural variation,‖ and thus 

excludes patterns such as those seen on polytene chromosomes of Drosophila, which have a 

morphological component. Although the first observations of what could be called chromosome 

banding were made at the end of the nineteenth century, modern chromosome banding methods 

date from 1968 and can be applied to chromosomes of a wide variety of species with no more than 

slight modifications. Following the introduction of Q-banding by Caspersson and his colleagues in 

1968, Pardue and Gall inadvertently produced differential staining of heterochromatin in their 

pioneering in situ hybridization studies, leading directly to C-banding, and in 1971 G-banding was 

discovered by several authors. R-banding was also introduced in 1971. Over the next few years, 

many other banding techniques, too numerous to mention individually, were introduced, many of 

them using fluorochromes. Silver staining for nucleolus organizing regions(NORs) was introduced 

in 1975, methods to show chromosome replication were invented, and the use of autoimmune sera 

to label kinetochores immunocytochemically was discovered. 

 Definition 

―Chromosome banding refers to alternating light and dark regions along the length of a 

chromosome, produced after staining with a dye. A band is defined as the part of a chromosome 

that is clearly distinguishable from its adjacent segments by appearing darker or lighter with the 

use of one or more banding techniques.‖ 

 



    

USES OF CHROMOSOME BANDING 

G-and R-banding are the most commonly used techniques for chromosome identification 

(karyotyping) and for identifying abnormalities of chromosome number, translocation of material 

from one chromosome to another, and deletions, Inversions or of amplification chromosome 

segments. This has had an invaluable impact on human genetics and medicine and the power of 

this approach has been augmented by combining cytogenetics with fluorescence in situ 

hybridization (FISH). The detection of chromosome deletions associated with disorders, very often 

contiguous gene syndromes, provided some of the first disease gene localizations in humans. 

Similarly, translocations have been important in pinpointing the location of disease-associated 

genes and the characteristic translocations associated with some leukemia is important, not only 

for understanding the molecular basis of these cancers, but also for their diagnosis and prognosis. 

One of the best examples of this is the conde translocation between human chromosomes 9 and 22 

or the Philadelphia chromosome diagnostic of chronic myelogenous leukaemia (CML). 

Comparison of chromosome banding patterns can confirm evolutionary relationships between 

species and also reveal changes in karyotype that may have been important in speciation. The 

banding patterns of human, gorilla and chimpanzee chromosomes are almost identical, though 



human chromosome 2 is the result of a fusion between two great ape chromosomes. There are also 

extensive similarities between human chromosome bands and those of lower primates. 

NUMBER AND SIZE OF BANDS 

Idealized diagrams (ideograms) of G banded chromosomes are published as standard reference 

points for chromosome banding. The G-bands are usually portrayed in black and the R-bands in 

white. Bands are numbered consecutively away from the centromere on both the short (p) and long 

(q) arms. The total number of bands or 'resolution' in the human karyotype depends on how 

condensed the chromosomes are, and at what stage of mitosis they are in. A 350 band resolution 

corresponds to chromosomes late in metaphase. High resolution ideograms (approximately 

12502000 bands) have also been produced for human chromosomes in mid prophase.  

PATTERNS IN DNA SEQUENCE 

Banding patterns can arise as consequence of differences in the DNA sequence along 

chromosomes. R-and G and an those that have retroposed most recently and hence are closest in 

sequence to the progenitor copy. These will therefore hybridize better to the SINE probes that are 

based on the consensus repeat sequence than to those that are more diverged, and hence will 

produce stronger FISH signals than their G-band counterparts. 

PATTERNS IN DNA REPLICATION 

Different regions of the genome replicate at different times during S phase. The relationship 

between timing of replication and chromosome banding is usually studied by incorporating pulses 

of the thymidine analogue 5 bromo-2 deoxyuridine (BrdU) into cells during defined stages of S 

phase and then examining chromosomes in the subsequent metaphase. Sites of BrdU incorporation 

can be detected with antibodies that detect the presence of BrdU in denatured DNA. I bands 

replicate on average earlier than ordinary R-bands, and DNA in G bands is replicated even later 

(Dutilleux et al, 1976). Aspects of the primary DNA sequence or chromatin structure in different 

types of band could influence their replication time. Also differences in replication time could 

influence some characteristics of chromosome bands, e.g.base composition or chromatin structure. 

Sites of transcription at the G1/S boundary may seed the assembly of the first replication factories 

in early S phase and hence the most transcriptionally active regions of the genome, and the regions 

with the highest concentration of genes, would tend to be the ones to be replicated first. 

 



PATTERNS IN CHROMATIN STRUCTURE 

Several banding techniques, especially G banding, suggest that there are both qualitative and 

quantitative variations in the interaction of DNA and proteins along the length of metaphase 

chromosomes. The chromatin of active genes is generally considered to be more accessible to 

nuclease attack than is inactive chromatin. Consistent With this nucleases preferentially digest R-

bands and T-bands of intact mitotic chromosomes, with G bands and C-bands refractive to 

digestion. The extent of chromatin packaging in the interphase nucleus also differs between 

chromosome bands. Heterochromatin C-band remains positive visibly condensed through 

interphase. FISH has shown that over the 150 kb to 1 Mb size range G-band chromatin is more 

tightly packaged than that of R-bands. 

EVOLUTION OF CHROMOSOME BANDS 

Whereas Q, G and R-banding patterns have only been observed in some eukaryotes, replication 

banding is almost universal among banded. In Most living organisms possessing chromosomes 

large enough to see by microscopy, suggesting that it is a fundamental consequence of, or 

requirement for the compartmentalization of complex genomes, Chromosomes from most 

mammals and birds can be G-and R addition, reptilian chromosomes band with G-and R banding 

techniques to some extent. With amphibian, fish and plants, some species band whereas others do 

not. The lowest vertebrates with reported good G banding are the bony fish 

Karyotype 

Karyotyping is the process by which photographs of chromosomes are taken in order to determine 

the chromosome complement of an individual, including the number of chromosomes and any 

abnormalities. The term is also used for the complete set of chromosomes in a species or in an 

individual organism and for a test that detects this complement or measures the number.  

Karyotypes describe the chromosome count of an organism and what these chromosomes look like 

under a light microscope. Attention is paid to their length, the position of the centromeres, banding 

pattern, any differences between the sex chromosomes, and any other physical characteristics.[4] 

The preparation and study of karyotypes is part of cytogenetics. Karyogram of human male using 

Giemsa staining 

The study of whole sets of chromosomes is sometimes known as karyology. The chromosomes are 

depicted (by rearranging a photomicrograph) in a standard format known as a karyogram or 

idiogram: in pairs, ordered by size and position of centromere for chromosomes of the same size.  



The basic number of chromosomes in the somatic cells of an individual or a species is called the 

somatic number and is designated 2n. In the germ-line (the sex cells) the chromosome number is n 

(humans: n = 23). p28 Thus, in humans 2n = 46. 

History of karyotype studies 

Chromosomes were first observed in plant cells by Carl Wilhelm von Nägeli in 1842. Their 

behavior in animal (salamander) cells was described by Walther Flemming, the discoverer of 

mitosis, in 1882. The name was coined by another German anatomist, Heinrich von Waldeyer in 

1888. It is New Latin from Ancient Greek κάρυον karyon, "kernel", "seed", or "nucleus", and  

typos, "general form" 

Observations on karyotype 

Staining 

The study of karyotypes is made possible by staining. Usually, a suitable dye, such as Giemsa, is 

applied after cells have been arrested during cell division by a solution of colchicine usually in 

metaphase or prometaphase when most condensed. In order for the Giemsa stain to adhere 

correctly, all chromosomal proteins must be digested and removed. For humans, white blood cells 

are used most frequently because they are easily induced to divide and grow in tissue 

culture.Sometimes observations may be made on non-dividing (interphase) cells. The sex of an 

unborn fetus can be determined by observation of interphase cells (see amniotic centesis and Barr 

body).  

Observations 

Six different characteristics of karyotypes are usually observed and compared: 

Differences in absolute sizes of chromosomes. Chromosomes can vary in absolute size by as 

much as twenty-fold between genera of the same family. For example, the legumes Lotus tenuis 

and Vicia faba each have six pairs of chromosomes, yet V. faba chromosomes are many times 

larger. These differences probably reflect different amounts of DNA duplication. 

Differences in the position of centromeres. These differences probably came about through 

translocations. 

Differences in relative size of chromosomes. These differences probably arose from segmental 

interchange of unequal lengths. 



Differences in basic number of chromosomes. These differences could have resulted from 

successive unequal translocations which removed all the essential genetic material from a 

chromosome, permitting its loss without penalty to the organism (the dislocation hypothesis) or 

through fusion. Humans have one pair fewer chromosomes than the great apes. Human 

chromosome 2 appears to have resulted from the fusion of two ancestral chromosomes, and many 

of the genes of those two original chromosomes have been translocated to other chromosomes. 

Differences in number and position of satellites. Satellites are small bodies attached to a 

chromosome by a thin thread. 

Differences in degree and distribution of heterochromatic regions. Heterochromatin stains 

darker than euchromatin. Heterochromatin is packed tighter. Heterochromatin consists mainly of 

genetically inactive and repetitive DNA sequences as well as containing a larger amount of 

Adenine-Thymine pairs. Euchromatin is usually under active transcription and stains much lighter 

as it has less affinity for the giemsa stain. Euchromatin regions contain larger amounts of Guanine-

Cytosine pairs. The staining technique using giemsa staining is called G banding and therefore 

produces the typical "G-Bands". 

Human karyotype 

 The normal human karyotypes contain 22 pairs of autosomal chromosomes and one pair of sex 

chromosomes (allosomes). Normal karyotypes for females contain two X chromosomes and are 

denoted 46,XX; males have both an X and a Y chromosome denoted 46,XY. Any variation from 

the standard karyotype may lead to developmental abnormalities 

.    

 

 



Giant Chromosomes: 

In 1932, he collaborated with Karl Heinrich Bauer with whom he discovered that the tangled 

chromosomes having distinct bands are unique to the cells of the salivary glands, midgut, 

Malphigian tubules, and brain of the flies Bibio hurtulunus and Drosophila funebris. 

Definition -A stage of chromosome division that forms the giant chromosome found in the 

salivary gland of dipterous insects; the great width is the result of repeated divisions of the 

chromonema without subsequent lengthwise separation of the filaments. 

Giant chromosome  

 Chromosomes are decondensed during interphase.  

 Some exception are lampbrush chromosomes of vertebrate & polytene chromosome of 

insect.  

 In both these chromosome The region that are actively synthesizing RNA are least 

condensed.  

 Giant chromosome are very long & thick (200 times) during metaphase.  Hence they are 

know as ―Giant chromosomes‖. 

Lampbrush chromosomes: Lampbrush chromosomes (LBCs) are transcriptionally active 

chromosomes found in the germinal vesicle (GV) of large oocytes of many vertebrate and 

invertebrate animals and also in the giant single-celled alga Acetabularia. These cells are all in 

prophase of the first meiotic division. 

 



Polytene chromosomes: 

These are also giant chromosomes but relatively smaller than lampbrush chromosomes, found in 

the larvae of certain dipterans. ... In these larvae the salivary glands contain salivary cells so large 

in size that they can easily be seen with the lens power of a dissecting microscope.

 

One Gene One Peptide Hypothesis 

The heritable changes that geneticists first studied were necessarily those which could most easily 

be observed. An English physician, Sir Archibald Garrod, made penetrating study of some rare 

hereditary diseases in human and recognised that certain biochemical deficiencies were caused by 

enzymatic abnormalities. On the basis of his studies on congenital (existing from the birth) 

diseases of human.Sir Garrod safely suggested relationship between genes and enzymes. The idea 

that the action of a gene is concerned with the formation of particular enzyme was ignored by most 

geneticists for some thirty years. 

James B. Summer of Cornel University and John H. North Rop of Rockefeller Institute between 

1926 and 1930 showed that enzymes are proteins. The idea about gene and enzyme relationship 

was revived by George W. Beadle and Edward L. Tatum (1941).From the studies on heritable 

metabolic abnormalities of the fungus, Neurospora crassa, they concluded that all the intermediary 



biosynthetic steps of a metabolic process were governed by distinct genes. Beadle and Tatum 

formulated the one gene -one enzyme concept in 1944. The theory states that a gene exerts its 

influence on the phenotype through its role in the production of an enzyme. 

Beadle and Tatum studied the genie action in neurospora crassa. Normally the fungus can grow on 

minimal culture medium containing agar, sucrose, nitrate, inorganic minerals and the only vitamin 

biotin. This means that this organism can synthesize all other vitamins and amino-acids which are 

required in its metabolism. 

When the conidia of this fungus are treated with mutagenic agents (say. X-ray), some of them 

become unable to grow on minimal medium. 

These mutant spores are then tested systematically by adding particular vitamins, amino-acids, etc. 

to the minimal medium to determine what substance or substances they are unable to synthesize. 

The mutants can be crossed with normal or wild type and their products of meiosis, the 8 

ascospores, may be individually tested for their nutritional requirements. 

If an arginine requiring strain (a -) is crossed with normal strain (a +), all the 8 ascospores can 

grow in a medium containing arginine, but only 4 ascospores can grow in a medium lacking 

arginine. This indicates that a single gene has mutated. 

The arginine requiring mutant may be more complex because, as shown in the following chain, 

arginine synthesis involves a chain of intermediate steps; each reaction is controlled by one gene. 

Three steps have been noted in the conversion of glutamic acid to arginine and each of them has 

been found to be controlled by one gene.  

The mutation of a single gene leads to the suppression of one step. This can be demonstrated by 

growing mutant on minimal medium with that substance which cannot be synthesized. In several 

biochemical studies, the extracts of neurospora have shown that tryptophan like arginine is 

synthesized in a sequence of chemical reactions. 



Mutations in tryptophan require strains map at several genetic locations. Each mutant is defective 

in one of the steps in biosynthetic sequence. The mutation in a specific chromosomal region is 

reflected by the loss of activity of one enzyme. Thus basic gene enzyme relationship is clear. 

Recent researches have verified the basic conclusion about gene-enzyme relationship. Currently 

the Beadle and Tatum‘s concept of one gene-one enzyme has been revised to one gene-one 

polypeptide chain (protein) in view of the complexity in the structures and the functions of 

enzymes. The modem researches have proved that gene is DNA which is directly concerned with 

the synthesis of particular protein. 

Concept of Cistron exons introns 

Cistron 

A cistron is an alternative term for "gene". The word cistron is used to emphasize that genes 

exhibit a specific behavior in a cis-trans test; distinct positions (or loci) within a genome are 

cistronic. 

For example, suppose a mutation at a chromosome position x is responsible for a change in 

recessive trait in a diploid organism (where chromosomes come in pairs). We say that the mutation 

is recessive because the organism will exhibit the wild type phenotype (ordinary trait)unless both 

chromosomes of a pair have the mutation (homozygous mutation). 

 

 

 



Intron 

An intron is any nucleotide sequence within a gene that is removed by RNA splicing during 

maturation of the final RNA product In other words, introns are non-coding regions of an RNA 

transcript, or the DNA encoding it, that are eliminated by splicing before translation The word 

intron is derived from the term intragenic region, i.e. a region inside a gene.The term intron refers 

to both the DNA sequence within a gene and the corresponding sequence in RNA transcripts. 

Sequences that are joined together in the final mature RNA after RNA splicing are exons.  

Introns are found in the genes of most organisms and many viruses and can be located in a wide 

range of genes, including those that generate proteins, ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and transfer RNA 

(tRNA). When proteins are generated from intron-containing genes, RNA splicing takes place as 

part of the RNA processing pathway that follows transcription and precedes translation. 

Exon 

An exon is any part of a gene that will encode a part of the final mature RNA produced by that 

gene after introns have been removed by RNA splicing. The term exon refers to both the DNA 

sequence within a gene and to the corresponding sequence in RNA transcripts. In RNA splicing, 

introns are removed and exons are covalently joined to one another as part of generating the 

mature messenger RNA. Just as the entire set of genes for a species constitutes the genome, the 

entire set of exons constitutes the exome. 

Genetic code 

The genetic code is the set of rules used by living cells to translate information encoded within 

genetic material (DNA or mRNA sequences of nucleotide triplets, or codons) into proteins. 

Translation is accomplished by the ribosome, which links amino acids in an order specified by 

messenger RNA (mRNA), using transfer RNA (tRNA) molecules to carry amino acids and to read 

the mRNA three nucleotides at a time. The genetic code is highly similar among all organisms and 

can be expressed in a simple table with 64 entries. 

The code defines how codons specify which amino acid will be added next during protein 

synthesis. With some exceptions, a three-nucleotide codon in a nucleic acid sequence specifies a 

single amino acid. The vast majority of genes are encoded with a single scheme (see the RNA 

codon table). That scheme is often referred to as the canonical or standard genetic code, or simply 

the genetic code, though variant codes (such as in human mitochondria) exist.While the "genetic 



code" is what determines a protein's amino acid sequence, other genomic regions determine when 

and where these proteins are produced according to various "gene regulatory codes".

 

The nucleotide sequence of a gene's DNA specifies the amino acid sequence of a protein through 

the genetic code. Sets of three nucleotides, known as codons, each correspond to a specific amino 

acid:6 The principle that three sequential bases of DNA code for each amino acid was 

demonstrated in 1961 using frameshift mutations in the rIIB gene of bacteriophage T4 (see Crick, 

Brenner et al. experiment). 

Additionally, a "start codon", and three "stop codons" indicate the beginning and end of the protein 

coding region. There are 64 possible codons (four possible nucleotides at each of three positions, 

hence 43 possible codons) and only 20 standard amino acids; hence the code is redundant and 

multiple codons can specify the same amino acid. The correspondence between codons and amino 

acids is nearly universal among all known living organisms. 

Gene Function 

Characteristics determined by Genes 

The human cell contains 23 pairs of chromosomes. The trait is one of the characteristics 

determined by one or more genes. Abnormal genes and genes that are formed due to new 

mutations also result in certain traits. Genes vary in size depending on the code or the protein they 

produce. All cells in the human body contain the same DNA. The difference between the cells 

occurs due to the different type of genes that are turned on and therefore produce a variety of 

proteins.Genes control the functions of DNA and RNA: Proteins are the most important materials 

in the human body which not only help by being the building blocks for muscles, connecting tissue 

and skin but also takes care of the enzymes production. 



These enzymes play an important role in conducting various chemical processes and reactions 

within the body. Therefore, protein synthesis is responsible for all activities carried on by the body 

and are mainly controlled by the genes. 

Genes consist of a particular set of instructions or specific functions. For example, globin gene 

was instructed to produce haemoglobin. Haemoglobin is a protein that helps to carry oxygen in the 

blood. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A genome is an organism‘s complete set of DNA, comprising of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA. 

Each genome contains all of the information needed to build and maintain that organism. A human 

haploid cell, consist of 23 nuclear chromosome and one mitochondrial chromosome, contains 

more than 3.2 billion DNA base pairs. 

Eukaryotic genome is linear and conforms the Watson-Crick Double Helix structural model. 

Embedded in Nucleosome-complex DNA & Protein (Histone) structure that pack together to form 

chromosomes. Eukaryotic genome have unique features of Exon -Intron organization of protein 

coding genes, representing coding sequence and intervening sequence that represents the 

functionality of RNA part inside the genome. 

Configuration of Eukaryotic genome: 

The configuration of eukaryotic genome includes protein coding region, gene regulating region, 

gene related sequence and intergenic DNA or extra genic DNA which includes low copy number 

and moderate or high copy number of repetitive sequence the flow chart representation of 

configuration is given below:  

 

 

 



GENES AND GENE RELATED SEQUENCES= 

PROTEIN CODING REGION (EXONS)  

Protein coding sequences are the DNA sequences that are transcribed into mRNA later translated 

to proteins. 

The complete protein coding genes capacity of the genome is contained within the exomes (the 

part of the genome formed by exons, the sequences which when transcribed remain within the 

mature RNA sequence after introns are removed using RNA splicing)and consists of DNA 

sequences encoded by exons that can be later translated into proteins. 

It consists of ORF (Open reading frame). These are the reading frame that has the potential to code 

for the proteins/peptide. It is stretch of codons that do not contain a stop codon (UAA, UAG, and 

UGA). An AUG with the ORF may indicate where translation starts. 

.GENE REGULATING SEQUENCES Promoters is combinations of short sequence elements 

(usually located in the immediate upstream region of the gene often within 200 bp of the 

transcription start site) which serve to initiate transcription. 

 They can be subdivided into different components.  

The Core promoter directs the basal transcription complex to initiate transcription of the gene. In 

the absence of additional regulatory elements it permits constitutive expression of the gene, but at 

very low (basal) levels. Core promoter elements are typically located very close to the 

transcription initiation site, at about nucleotide position -45 to +40. 

They include: the TATA box located at position ca. -25, surrounded by GC-rich sequences and 

recognized by the TATA-binding protein subunit of TFIID; the BRE sequence located 

immediately upstream of the TATA elements at around -35 and recognized by the TFIIB 

component; the lnr  (initiator) sequence located at the start site of transcription and bound by 

TFIID; the DPE or Downstream Promoter Element, located at about position +30 relative to 

transcription and recognized by TFIID. 

The proximal promoter regionis the sequence located immediately upstream of the core promoter, 

usually from -50 to -200 bp(promoter elements found further upstream would be said to map to the 

distal promoter region). They include: GC boxes (also called Sp1  

boxes, the consensus sequence is GGGCGG which is often found in multiple copies within 100 bp 

of the transcription initiation site); CCAAT boxes typically located at position -75 

ENHANCERS:- arepositive transcriptional control elements which are particularly prevalent in 

the cells of complex eukaryotes such as mammals but which are absent or very poorly represented 

in simple eukaryotes such as yeast. 

 They serve to increase the basal level of transcription which is initiated through the core promoter 

elements. Their function, unlike those of the core promoter, are independent of both their 

orientation and, to some extent, their distance from the genes they regulate. Enhancers often 

contain within a span of only 200-300 bp. 



SILENCERS:- serve to reduce transcription levels. Two classes have been distinguished: classical 

silencers (also called silencer elements) are position independent elements that direct an active 

transcriptional repression mechanism; negative regulatory elements are position-dependent 

elements that result in a passive repression mechanism. Silencer elements have been reported in 

various positions : close to the promoter, some distance upstream and also within introns . 

BOUNDARY ELEMENTS (INSULATORS):- are regions of DNA, often spanning from 0.5 kb 

to 3 kb, which function to block the spreading of the influence of agents that have a positive effect 

on transcription (enhancers) or negative one (silencers, hetero-chromatin-like repressive effects). 

RESPONSE ELEMENTS modulate transcription in response to specific external stimuli. They 

are usually located a short distance upstream of the promoter elements (often within 1kb of the 

transcription start site). A variety of such elements respond to specific hormones or to intracellular 

second messengers such as cyclic AMP. 

C.RELATED SEQUENCES:-  

1)NON CODING FUNCTIONAL RNA: A non-coding RNA (ncRNA) is an RNA molecule that 

is not translated into a protein.   

Less-frequently used synonyms are non-protein-coding RNA (npcRNA), non-messenger RNA 

(nmRNA) and functional RNA (f RNA).  

The DNA sequence from which a functional non-coding RNA is transcribed is often called an 

RNA gene 

1)INTRONS, UTRS:- 

The term intron refers to both the DNA sequence within a gene and the corresponding sequence in 

RNA transcripts. At least four distinct classes of introns have been identified. 

Introns in nuclear protein-coding genes that are removed by spliceo somes (spliceosomal introns) 

Introns in nuclear and archaeal transfer RNA genes that are removed by proteins (tRNA introns) 

Self-splicing group I introns that are removed by RNA catalysis. 

Self-splicing group II introns that are removed by RNA catalysis 

Group III introns are proposed to be a fifth family, but little is known about the biochemical 

apparatus that mediates their splicing. They appear to be related to group II introns, and possibly to 

spliceosomal intron.In molecular genetics, an untranslated region (or UTR) refers to either of two 

sections, one on each side of a coding sequence on a strand of mRNA. If it is found on the 5' side, 

it is called the 5' UTR (or leader sequence), or if it is found on the 3' side, it is called the 3' UTR 

(or trailer sequence). 

2)GENE FRAGMENTS :-Gene fragments are pieces of genes containing only theexons (those 

parts of the gene which actually encode the protein sequence). They are composed of cDNA. 



3)PSEUDOGENES: Pseudogenes are dysfunctional relatives of genes that have lost their gene 

expression in the cell or their ability to code protein. Pseudogenes often result from the 

accumulation of multiple mutations within a gene whose product is not required for the survival of 

the organism.Depending on their DNA sequence characteristics pseudogenes are mainly of two 

types:  

Processed pseudogene:They have all the normal parts of a protein-coding gene, but was originally 

thought to be incapacitated based on presumed DNA code errors. 

Unprocessed pseudogene:They lacks the intervening non-protein coding sequences called introns, 

which are typically spliced out when a messenger RNA (mRNA transcript) is produced from a 

gene. 

4)LONG NON CODING RNA:- (LNC RNA)Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) are a type of 

non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) that exceed 200 nucleotides in length. 

 lncRNAsare a relatively abundant component of the mammalian transcriptome and have been 

implicated in several cellular functions, including the regulation of gene transcription through the 

recruitment of chromatin-modifying enzymes. 

Human genome contains many thousands of Lnc-RNA these are again divided into following 

categories: 

BIDIRECTIONAL Lnc-RNA:It is oriented head to head with a protein coding gene within 1 kb. 

 It exhibits a similar expression patterns to its protein coding counterpart that suggests that may be 

subject to share a regulatory pressure.  Non coding locus that originates from within the promoter 

region of a protein-coding gene, with transcription proceeding in the opposite direction on the 

other strand.  

SENSE-OVERLAPPING LncRNA:These can be considered transcript variants of protein -

coding RNA as they overlap with a known annotated gene on the same genomic strand. majority 

of these lack substantial orf for protein translation while others have orfs that shares the same start 

codon as protein coding transcript for that gene, but encode protein for several reasons including 

non-sense mediated decay issues that limit the translation of mRNAs with premature termination 

stop codons and triggered NMD mediateddestruction of the m RNA or an upstream alternative 

open reading frame which inhibits the translation of the predicted ORF. 

SENSE-INTRONIC  

LncRNA: Sense intronic reside within of a coding gene, but do not intersect any 

exons.e.RETAINED-INTRON:An Alternative spliced transcript that contain transcribed intronic 

sequence with respect to isoform of the locus, coding or other variants. 

 NC_RNA HOST: It has separate non coding transcript that host non coding micro RNA. Such as 

MIRs. 



LINC RNA (LONGINTERGENIC_RNA):"Intergenic" refers to long non-coding RNAs that are 

transcribed from non-coding DNA sequences between protein-coding genes. 

 Requires lack of coding potential and may not be conserved between species. These have length 

>200bp. they are named according to the 3-protein coding gene nearby. 

ANTISENSE: RNA molecules that are transcribed from the antisense strand and overlap in part 

well defined spliced sense or intron less sense RNA. Antisense -overlapping lncRNA have the 

tendency to undergo fewer splicing events andtypically showlower abundance than sense 

transcript.  

AMBIGUOUS _ORF:Has transcripts that are believed to be protein coding, but have more than 

one possible open reading frame.  

3 PRIME_OVERLAPPING_NCRNA:Has transcripts where ditag and/or published 

experimental data strongly supports the existence of long (>200bp) non-coding transcripts that 

overlap the 3'UTR of a protein-coding locus on the same strand. 

 

.NONCODING  : Contains transcripts which are known from the literature to not be protein 

coding. 2.INTERGENIC/EXTRAGENIC:-  

DNA An Intergenic region (IGR) is a stretch of DNA sequences located between genes. Intergenic 

regions are a subset of Noncoding DNA. 

 Occasionally some intergenic DNA acts to control genes nearby, but most of it has no currently 

known function. It is sometimes referred to as junk DNA. 

In humans, intergenic regions comprise about 75% of the genome, whereas this number is much 

less in bacteria (15%) and yeast (30%)Intergenic regions are different from intragenic regions (or 

introns), which are short, non-coding regions that are found within genes, especially within the 

genes of eukaryotic organisms. 

Do contain functionally important elements such as promoters and enhancers. Also intergenic 

regions may contain as yet unidentified genes such as noncoding RNAs.  

Theyare thought to have regulatory functions.  

A.UNIQUE/LOWCOPY NUMBERLow Copy Number (LCN) is a DNA profiling or DNA 

testing technique developed by the Forensic Science Service (FSS) which has been in use since 

1999. 

LCN is an extension of Second Generation Multiplex Plus (SGM Plus) profiling technique. It is a 

more sensitive technique because it involves a greater amount of copying via polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) from a smaller amount of starting material, meaning that a profile can be obtained 

from only a few cells, which may be as small as a millionth the size of a grain of salt, and amount 

to a just few cells of skin or sweat left from a fingerprint. 



B.MODERATE/HIGHLY REPETITIVE :-Genomecontain some repetitive DNA sequences, 

including repetitive coding DNA. However, the majority of highly repetitive DNA sequences 

occur outside genes. Some of the sequences are present at certain sub chromosomal regions as 

large arrays of tandem repeats. This  

type of DNA, known as heterochromatin, remains highly condensed throughout the cell cycle and 

does not generally contain gene. 

 2)INTERSPERSED REPEAT:-Interspersed repeats mainly come from transposable elements 

(TEs), but they also include some protein coding gene families and pseudogenes. 

 Transposable elements are able to integrate into the genome at another site within the cell. It is 

believed that TEs are an important driving force on genome evolution of higher eukaryotes.  

TEs can be classified into two categories, Class 1 (retrotransposons) and Class 2 (DNA 

transposons). 

2(a) LINES: LINEs (long interspersed nuclear elements) have been very successful transposons. 

They have a comparatively long evolutionary history, occurring in other mammals, including 

mice. As autonomous transposons, they can make all the products needed for retro transposition, 

including the essential reverse transcriptase. 

 Human LINEs consist of three distantly related families: LINE-1, LINE-2, and LINE-3, 

collectively comprising about 20% of the genome . 

They are located primarily in euchromatic regions and are located preferentially in the dark AT-

rich G bands (Giemsa-positive) of metaphase chromosomes. 

2(b)SINES: SINEs (short interspersed nuclear elements) are retrotransposons about 100–400 bp in 

length. They have been very successful in colonizing mammalian genomes, resulting in various 

interspersed DNA families, some with extremely high copy numbers. Unlike LINEs, SINEs do not 

encode any proteins and they cannot transpose independently. 

 However, SINEs and LINEs share sequences at their 3‘end, and SINEs have been shown to be 

mobilized by neighboring LINEs. By parasitizing on the LINE element transpositionmachinery, 

SINEs can attain very high copy numbers. The human Alu family is the most prominent SINE 

family in terms of copy number, and is the most abundant sequence in the human genome, 

occurring on average more than once every 3 kb. 

2(c) LTR ELEMENTS: LTR transposons include autonomous and non-autonomous retrovirus-

like elements that are flanked by long terminal repeats (LTRs) containing necessary transcriptional 

regulatory elements. Endogenous retroviral sequences contain gag and pol genes, which encode a 

protease, reverse transcriptase, RNAse H, and integrase. They are thus able to transpose 

independently. There are three major classes of human endogenous retroviral sequence (HERV), 

with a cumulative copy number of about 240,000, accounting for a total of about 4.6% of the 

human genome. 



2(d) DNA TRANSPOSONS: The cut-and-paste transpositionmechanism of class II TEs does not 

involve an RNA intermediate. The transpositions are catalyzed by several transposase enzymes. 

Some transposases non-specifically bind to any target site in DNA, whereas others bind to specific 

DNA sequence targets. DNA transposons have terminal inverted repeats and encode a transposase 

that regulates transposition. They account for close to 3% of the human genome.Ritually all the 

resident human DNA transposon sequences are no longer active; they are therefore transposon 

fossils. DNA transposons tend to have short lifespans within a species, unlike some of the other 

transposable elements such as LINEs. However, quite a few functional human genes seem to have 

originated from DNA transposons, notably genes encoding the RAG1 and RAG2 recombinases 

and the major centromere-binding protein CENP.- 
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